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NxGeners descend on Adelaide
The clean and green Adelaide Hills played host to the 2019 edition of the NxGen Forum at the end of July.
This regular event is an opportunity for younger turf farmers to hear from experts in a range of fields, from turf
farming to organisational culture. Perhaps most importantly, it provides an opportunity to share ideas and learn
from each other.
Turf Australia’s national market development manager, Jenny Zadro, said “Thank you to all of our partners that
contributed in some way to NxGen 2019. Our sponsors, presenters and of course attendees and their
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businesses are the driving force behind this event.
“I was inspired by the energy our growers showed throughout the forum and we hope they’ve left empowered
to drive change on their farms as they continue their path to become the leaders of our industry.”
Look out for a full wrap in the Spring edition of the Turf Australia magazine.
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For the second consecutive year, Turf Australia will be conducting a research project in order to help us
understand the growth trajectory of the Australian turfgrass industry, identifying where we need to improve
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and uncover how we are evolving as a collective. The findings will help drive the industry’s strategic direction
moving forward.
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The main component of the research project will be a grower survey, undertaken over two weeks
commencing in late August. All growers who complete the survey will receive a personalised industry
benchmarking report.
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More information will be shared in the lead-up to launch, so please keep an eye out.
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The Australian turf industry has recently pushed for the acknowledgement of
professional skills required in turf production and maintenance. New avenues of
study are becoming available in Australia to educate industry employees with
recognised qualifications on the back of tertiary studies.
Read More...

Board of Director training and AGM Update
Turf Australia invites any member who is involved or plans to be involved with a
board in the near future to a training session provided by the Australian Institute of
Company Directors.
This free half-day training course covers the key functions of a board, the role of a
director, and the internal and external relationships of a board.
Taking place at The Lakes Golf Course, Eastlakes, Sydney from 10:30 am – 2:00
pm on Tuesday, September 3rd, the session is free but places are limited so
please contact Nadene Bredenkamp for more information or to reserve your place.
Additionally, the Turf Australia Annual General Meeting will be held immediately
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after the training course. All members are welcome and encouraged to attend the
AGM, which is an important opportunity to have your say on the future direction of
Turf Australia.

Living turf: A cool option for reducing heat in our cities
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It’s been known for a while that our cities heat up more than natural landscapes. This happens because of the
urban heat island effect. This means that constructed materials heat up, and hold onto their heat, longer than
natural surfaces. Not only do heat islands make cities hotter to live in, but it is also well established that
extreme heat is a major cause of death and impacts economic activity. A levy-funded project, Conveying the
benefits of living turf - mitigation of the urban heat island effect (TU18000), is exploring this concept further.
Read More...

LSA - Platinum Sponsor
2019 Lawn Solutions Australia (LSA) Conference
With the theme ‘Innovation for the Future’, Lawn Solutions Australia hosted its
two-day conference in July with a morning focused on rising stars of the
industry.
Read More...

Bushfire fund update
A new, levy-funded project has commenced which will explore the fire-retardant
nature of living grass. Provided by researchers, GHD, Conveying the benefits of
living turf – a bushfire retardant (TU17008) will focus on how living grass
compares to synthetic grass as a bushfire retardant.
The project team is conducting a desktop study to provide a scientific, evidencebased assessment. The information they produce will be available for use by the
turf industry in communicating the benefits of living grass in fire-wise landscape
design, and in the development and marketing of sustainable products for use in
reducing bushfire risk in bushfire-prone areas.

Story of the month: Turf it out
Sentiment towards artificial turf is starting to turn in the UK, as researchers and
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industry experts begin to highlight the dangers, and undesirable qualities of the
imitation stuff, particularly from an environmental perspective.
A recent article in The Guardian reported on some of the most pertinent issues
including the way that synthetic turf blocks access for burrowing insects like beers
and worms, essentially starving these precious animals.
Read More...

That’s a wrap for the 2019 Green Leaders
The Green industry growing leaders’ program (MT16002) has come to an end for
the 2019 participants – wrapping up with the final two-day Leadership Forum on
1-2 August.
Across this four-month professional development course, the green industry
scholarship recipients have attended two Leadership Forums, participated in
several webinars and one-on-one mentoring sessions, and undertook a chosen
workplace project.
The skills and tools learnt across the course, were designed to support the
implementation of the participants chosen projects, which were presented to the
group at the final Forum.
Read More...
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AusGAP Scholarship
The Australian turf industry has recently pushed for the acknowledgement
of professional skills required in turf production and maintenance. New
avenues of study are becoming available in Australia to educate industry
employees with recognised qualifications on the back of tertiary studies.
With this in mind, AusGAP will launch a program in September 2019
whereby a number of financial grants will be awarded to assist with tuition
fees associated with a chosen field of study. The program aims to
encourage those who may be thinking of advancing their knowledge and
skills to do so.
The scholarship program will be open to turf production and maintenance
personnel who have been involved in the industry for at least four years
and, can prove they will continue along this path once they complete their
study. Turf farm managers and staff, golf course employees, and
racecourse and sports field curators qualify as suitable candidates.
The recipients will attend and participate in industry events during the
scholarship period. This will both promote the industry and increase their
exposure to areas that may be out of their usual scope of work. An
AusGAP training experience will also be included in the program.
Information on the scholarships will be available at ausgap.com.au from
September 1, 2019. All suitable applicants will be considered.
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Living turf: A cool option for reducing heat in our cities
It’s been known for a while that our cities heat up more than natural landscapes. This happens because
of the urban heat island effect. This means that constructed materials heat up, and hold onto their heat,
longer than natural surfaces. Not only do heat islands make cities hotter to live in, but it is also well
established that extreme heat is a major cause of death and impacts economic activity. A levy-funded
project, Conveying the benefits of living turf - mitigation of the urban heat island effect (TU18000), is
exploring this concept further.
While the general causes of urban heat islands are well understood, the specific benefits of living turf
compared with other land surface types has not been explored. This is especially important in cities,
where the trend is for infill development to replace green cover with hard surfaces like houses, roofs,
and roads. Seed Consulting Services was engaged by Hort Innovation, with the support of the Turf
Industry Fund, to explore the heat mitigation benefits of living turf.
In an extensive analysis using data collected in Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, it was found that the
surface temperature of living turf was nearly 5’C cooler than regional averages, whereas bitumen was
nearly 5’C warmer than average and synthetic turf nearly 11’C above average.
The results of this work are a reminder that the planning and development decisions made today in
parks, streets and houses are having a direct impact on how hot, or cool, our cities are now and in the
future.
We will continue to share updates on this project, in order to arm growers with the information they
need to have meaningful conversations with customers about the benefits of turf.
Seed Consulting Services is an environment and sustainability consulting firm specialising in the
technical, planning and engagement services needed to build liveable cities.
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2019 Lawn Solutions Australia (LSA) Conference
With the theme ‘Innovation for the Future’, Lawn Solutions Australia
hosted its two-day conference in July with a morning focused on rising
stars of the industry.
LSA ambassador Jason Hodges opened the Trimax Mowers
sponsored ‘Future Leaders’ program at Campbelltown Sports Stadium
before about 60 ‘next-generation’ turf growers. Special guest and the
University of Georgia’s Dr Brian Schwartz spoke about the future of
turf.
About 160 delegates attended the afternoon session to join Green
Hort Group’s Michael Sutton, who spoke about the reshaping of
Campbelltown Stadium and how TifTuf was performing.
During the evening, conference-goers enjoyed the LSA/Trimax cruise
around Sydney Harbour aboard The Eclipse.
Following registration for this year’s formal proceedings at Dockside
Darling Harbour on day two, delegates viewed trade partner stands
and were provided with a networking opportunity.
Master of Ceremonies Rob Carlton introduced this year’s conference.
Mr Carlton entertained the 250-strong crowd and spoke about the
importance of networking.
Speakers during the day included consultant in people dynamics Sean
Healey, Beechworth Bakery founder Tom O’Toole, Sports Turf
Research Institute’s (STRI) Carlos Sartoretto, The Australian Institute
of Landscape Architects CEO (AILA) Tim Arnold, founding director of
The Honeycomb Effect Carolyn Miller and 8 x World Surfing
Champion Layne Beachley.
Sponsored by Husqvarna, LSA’s annual Awards Night capped off this
year’s conference. A special award and induction to the LSA Hall of
Fame was awarded to the late Bill Casimaty of Strathayr Instant Lawn.
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Story of the month: Turf it out
Sentiment towards artificial turf is starting to turn in the UK, as researchers and industry experts begin
to highlight the dangers, and undesirable qualities of the imitation stuff, particularly from an
environmental perspective.
A recent article in The Guardian reported on some of the most pertinent issues including the way that
synthetic turf blocks access for burrowing insects like beers and worms, essentially starving these
precious animals.
Beyond the animal kingdom, experts in the UK are also wary of the damage caused by the potential
contribution of microplastics from physical and degradation of artificial turf.
Finally, although it might be difficult to measure, the use of artificial grass is showing us how
disconnected we are becoming with nature. Trevor Dines, a botanical specialist, is quoted as saying,
“This is not just to the detriment of wildlife but to us, too; children can’t make a daisy-chain on a plastic
lawn.”
Read the full article here
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That’s a wrap for the 2019 Green Leaders
The Green industry growing leaders’ program (MT16002) has come to an end for the 2019 participants
– wrapping up with the final two-day Leadership Forum on 1-2 August.
Across this four-month professional development course, the green industry scholarship recipients
have attended two Leadership Forums, participated in several webinars and one-on-one mentoring
sessions, and undertook a chosen workplace project.
The skills and tools learnt across the course, were designed to support the implementation of the
participants chosen projects, which were presented to the group at the final Forum.
Key areas of development focused on good management techniques, how to empower a workforce,
and the importance of continued professional development to remain at the forefront of growth.
Congratulations to the five turf industry representatives on completing the course. They were:
Greg Pelka, Farmer at Rosemount Turf
Sarah Measley, owner and Manager at Top End Turf
Danny Hack, Turf Farm Manager at Lilydale Instant Lawn
Craig Banbury, Farm Manager at Glenview Turf
Shane Bridges, Marketing Manager at Jimboomba Turf Group
Keep an eye out for a detailed rundown of the final Leadership Forum, and insights from the program in
the next Turf Australia magazine.
The Green Leaders Program is run by management consultancy firm, The Right Mind, and funded by
Hort Innovation using turf and nursery levies, and funds from the Australian Government.
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